
Save time by managing your references 
effectively with EndNote
Collect, manage, share and format your references



Sourcing, organizing and formatting citations is tedious work, but crucial to publishing robust research. 
With this in mind, the number of citations is on the rise: 
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• Win more time for your research content

• It’s no longer necessary to spend hundreds of hours manually collecting 
and curating your research materials and formatting bibliographies.

• EndNote will help you automatically create, format and update 
bibliographies with the convenience of remote access.

EndNote



Using EndNote, you can:
• Easily collect and save large libraries of references to take with you and 

access remotely,

• Add citations and complete your bibliography while you write, without the 
need to use disparate systems, 

• Choose from hundreds of stylistic formats, which can be converted to 
match the requirements of any new journal you submit to.

EndNote



Web of Science & EndNote Integration

Web of Science and EndNote are designed to 
work seamlessly together and allow you to 
navigate back and forth between them while 
collecting research.



EndNote Online

ENDNOTE ONLINE: http://my.endnote.com



Import Files and Designate Location for References

Collection of Research



Organize Research into Groups

Share Specific Groups

View  Groups Shared With You

Organize Research with groups of references



Insert Citations & Format Bibliographies with the Cite While You Write Plug-in



Manuscript Matcher: Locate the best journals for your manuscript

JournalMatching Feature suggests top 
candidates for manuscript submission. 
Sophisticated algorithm utilizes the 
following for journal recommendations: 

• Title
• Abstract 
• References (Optional) 

Leverages meticulously indexed 
data from thousands of journals 
indexed within the Web of Science



Match Score Prioritizes Journals

Current JCR Impact Factor & 5-yr Impact Factor

Open-Access Journal Indicator

Suggested Journal Name

View Similar Articles within 
Suggested Journal

Submit Manuscript to Journal Publisher & Access 
Journal Details via Publisher

Provide Feedback on Suggestions

Manuscript Matcher: Review details



Demo



Thank you!


